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After his book Gekaufte Journalisten (Bought Journalists, 2014, vide Journal of Eurasian Studies nr. 

October-December 2014) Udo Ulfkotte published a second book about another essential problem 

concerning the internal safety of Europe, i.e. the huge stream of ‘refugees’, inundating Western Europe 

in our days. In ‘Bought Journalists’ we got a general impression of  the network of international interests 

for our global human destiny. This book continues to be of  importance for the understanding of the 

relations between the forces active behind the great political decisions influencing our personal life as 

well. Udo Ulfkotte considers his role when publishing these books as a moral one. 

The main chapters of the book are: Chapter I. ‘To get rich with powerty’ with some revealing 

subchapters as: ‘Germany as the home for refugees of Europe’, ‘Refugees demand airconditioned 

baseball-rooms’, ‘The booming industry of importation of migrants’. ‘The hidden costs of the migration’. 

Chapter II. ’They boast, we pay’,’Luxury rents for people looking for asylum’, ‘Culture of welcome for 

diseases’. Chapter III. ‘Migration as a weapon and streams of money’, ‘Geostrategic backgrounds: 

provoked streams of refugees’. ‘Determined import of bottom layer-people out of Africa’. Chapter IV. 
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‘Devastating consequences of political correctness’, ‘Bringing families together’, ‘The masses of people 

are yet to come’, ‘Dreadful housing: ecxcrements and garbage as enrichment’, ‘Looking away in case of a 

rape’, ‘More and more special rights for immigrants’. Chapter V. ‘Save you as you can –  Countdown to 

Crash’, ‘Goodbye Safety – goodbye for care for the elderly’, ‘Come-back of the crusades’, ‘War 

preparations in a tiny migrant city’, (i.e. military preparations for the case of disturbances in the country 

in consequence of the immigration).  

This list is not but a small selection of some heads of subchapters in order to give an impression of the 

contents of the book. The author renders many details e.g. of the absurd salaries of leading persons in the 

social welfare organisations. This is not only in Germany the case, but it is maybe in that country more 

significant than in other ones in Europe. We understand out of this book, that ‘refugees’ – migrants – 

have become a kind of impor tbusiness for Germany and a risk for Europe. We read curious solutions 

and for ‘normal’ citizens at least amazing details. He mentions the curious idea of a pastor who proposes 

to help migrants with high sexual needs by a kind of prostitute-service on the account of the German 

taxpayer. 

As regards the reasons of the huge migration, which started at the time of publishing this book, the 

author considers the great powers, and first of all the US, to be the initiators of it. He gives as an example 

also a picture of the role of the US and further  France and the UK in devastating Libya in consequence of 

the fact that that country dropped the dollar as instrument of payment for Libian oil (similarly as in the 

case of Saddam Hussein in Iraq). As regards Germany he is of the opinion that it is the intention of the 

great Western powers to weaken this country (beacause of its too great economic power). One of the 

tools to reach this aim would be the stream of refugees. 

** 

However, we do not get any information out of this book about the deeper motifs of Germany for its 

policy of unlimited immigration, which can be dangerous for the country. We don’t get either an idea 

about the fundamental strategic motifs of the German government in the migrant question. It can be 

macro-economic for their own economy. It can be the result of international pressure (US and or Saudi 

Arabia). It is clear, that it cannot be so simple as it happens to be presented by the German government 

to the men in the street. There must be huge international power-interests behind this dramatic evolution 

in Europe without telling anything to the ‘democratic electors’ about the basic political motifs, plans and 

strategies for the decisions to open the frontiers of their countries for never-to-be-integrated masses of 

peoples out of completely different cultural areas. I am afraid, that we can be confronted with a new 

form of ‘La trahison des clercs’ in the sense of Julien Benda. 

The stream of refugees is at this moment the main problem of Western Europe without any serious 

hope of decreasing in the near future. This is the result of the great power play, which will not end until 

the end of the crisis of the central political, economic and military power on earth, which can take 

centuries. The principle of the balance of power according to Mackinder between the heartland and the 

other countries is also now the basis of global politics of the Western world. However, other great 

powers are trying to change the rules of the game. We have to set aside the daily events in the global 

play and to focus on the main questions. It is in the interest of the US to prevent the realization of a 

Eurasian co-operation between Russia and Western Europe, because this would create a huge economic 
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and also a political unity and consequently a contra-power to the US. On this reason is the US and the 

NATO setting up an aggressive political line against Russia and China. The aim of the TTIP is to prevent 

this co-operation in Europe and Asia by creating a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership in 

combination with the (already realized) Trade of Trans-Pacific Partnership (TTP). This combined 

strategy intends to realize a global unity of economic and political power and to create a ‘New World 

Order’ for coming centuries analogue to the power position of the Roman Empire 2000 years ago. This is 

the central strategic element in our present history. The present streams of migration are parts of this 

historic ‘childbirth-proces’. The sufferings of millions of innocent people in order to get created a great 

world imperium in the interest of a community are the price for an uncertain future, for several ideas of 

human ‘hybris’, necessarily born in a natural way out of human spirit, of the same type of political 

power-worlds as communism and national socialism. This time the worlds of von Coudenhove Kalergi, 

the religious-realistic power-world of Israel and that of the Sunnites (Saudi Arabia). Also the world of 

the Shiites (Iran) is of similar nature intending to control the Near- and Middle East and further, in 

co-operation with Russia and China, to create a world divided into two parts, West and East (with a not 

extremely great but not completely negligible risk of a 3rd world War). All these global strategies set up 

for the ‘salvation’ of many people are systems of killing millions of innocent people, men, women and 

children, driving them off their homes and ruining their life. We entered in our days meanwhile in fact a 

kind of “Brave New World’ (Aldous Huxley) and ‘1984’ (Orwell). All we are pawns in a chessgame 

without knowing the real motives of the mostly anonymous, but very real people playing this game with 

our existence. 

It is however the question, whether the world aristocracy can demonstrate the necessary wisdom, 

patience and empathy for other peoples as nations, because nations are, as a matter of fact, the natural 

key factor in history. 

 

 


